Safely

serving
science

Safety, reliability and
customer convenience

are the foundations of our business.
From product selection to packaging innovations,
we continuously strive to develop features that
protect product integrity and the scientific community.

What’s on the Label?
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The bar code is an alphanumeric code widely used by industry for inventory and
tracking control. This “three-of-nine” code meets the Health Industry Bar Code
(HIBC) Supplier Labeling Standard as prepared by the Health Industry Business
Communication Council (HIBCC).
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This area contains the appropriate precautionary signal word i.e., (DANGER,
WARNING) and highlights the potential health hazards, both acute and chronic, of
the product.
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QR Codes on Label: SDS (formally called the material safety data sheet) provides
procedures for handling that substance and lot- specific Certificate of Analysis,
which proves the lot of substance adheres to the standards of the product
specifications. Scan Label by using Smartphone and get instant access to this
information.
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Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410
Tel. (201) 796-7100 Fax. (201) 796-7102
www.fishersci.com
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For the complete list of products that offer a QR on our label, please visit
www.fishersci.com/QR
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The Maximum Limits of Impurities are indicated.
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The full Product Name and Purity Grade are listed.
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ChemAlert Guide: Matches rim color of Fisherlock.
The five storage colors and their descriptions are listed
below.
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GHS Pictogram - Each black-on-white symbol inside a
red border represents a different type of hazard.
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The U.S. Dept. of Transportation (DOT) shipping
information includes the United Nations/ North America
(UN/NA) Number, which identifies the UN/NA numerical
designation for transportation hazards and the DOT
proper Shipping Name.
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In this area, product composition is listed along with the product Chemical
Abstract Service (CAS) Registry Number.
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GHS01 Exploding bombs = Explosive,
self reactive; heating may cause
fire or explosion.

GHS04 Gas cylinder = Gas under
pressure: chemical can explode, rocket
or harm health if the cylinder is heated,
ruptured or leaking.

GHS02 Flame = Flammable
chemicals can catch fire easily and
burst into flames.

GHS05 Corrosion = Corrosive: may
cause skin corrosion/burns; eye damage; eat away clothing, working surfaces, and/or metals.

GHS03 Flame over circle = Oxidizing:
can react with other materials causing
them to burn or explode.

GHS06 Skull and crossbones =
Toxic: highly poisonous material; can
cause immediate and possibly serious
health problems.
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Package Size: The amount of material per unit.
The catalog number is shown for identification and reference.
Lot Number
The address and telephone number of the manufacturer is listed.
Name and logo of the brand.
Chemical formula.

NOTE: ChemAlert is an instant reference only. It should be supplemented by reading the
rest of the label (which provides detailed instructions in the event of accidental exposure, spill or fire,
and applicable OSHA, DOT, GHS, ANSI* data), the appropriate SDS, Cofa, and standard references.

ChemAlertTM storage codes provide
guidelines that match the bottom rim
of our FisherLOCK cap.
Red: Flammable. Store in area segregated for flammable reagents.

GHS07 Exclamation mark = Other hazard: irritant (skin and
eye), skin sensitizer, acute toxicity, narcotic effects, respiratory
track irritant, harmful if swallowed, toxic if inhaled.

GHS08 Health hazard = Specific health hazard including
carcinogenic; mutagenic; toxic for reproduction: may cause
asthma or damage to specific organs of the body.

Blue: Health hazard. Toxic if inhaled, ingested or absorbed through skin. Store in
secure area.
Yellow: Reactive and oxidizing reagents. May react violently with air, water or other
substances. Store away from flammable and combustible materials.
White: Corrosive. May harm skin, eyes, mucous membrane. Store away from red-,
yellow- and blue-coded reagents.
Gray: Presents no more than moderate hazard in any of
the categories above. For general chemical storage.

Exception: Reagent incompatible with other reagents of the
same color. Store separately.

Not All Solvents are Created Equal

Designed with the researcher in mind,
Choose Fisher Chemical for your analysis!

QR Codes

FisherLOCK

Deliver SDS +
lot specific CofA
at your fingertips!

Caps are secure,
tamper-evident,
lock in quality!

Styrofoam-FREE
Eco-Friendly Sturdy
shipping containers

Keeps product and
researcher safe in the
event of a bottle break!

FisherSci.com/QR

FisherSci.com/fisherlock

FisherSci.com/ecosafepak

FisherSci.com/safecote

TM

EcoSafPAK
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SAFE-Cote
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